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ABSTRACT

Many applications employ irregular and sparse memory accesses
that cannot take advantage of existing cache hierarchies in high
performance processors. To solve this problem, Data Layout Trans-
formation (DLT) techniques rearrange sparse data into a dense
representation, improving locality and cache utilization. However,
prior proposals in this space fail to provide a design that (i) scales
with multi-core systems, (ii) hides rearrangement latency, and (iii)
provides the necessary interfaces to ease programmability.

In this work we present Planar, a programmable near-memory
accelerator that rearranges sparse data into dense. By placing Pla-
nar devices at the memory controller level we enable a design that
scales well with multi-core systems, hides operation latency by per-
forming non-blocking fine-grain data rearrangements, and eases
programmability by supporting virtual memory and conventional
memory allocation mechanisms. Our evaluation shows that Pla-
nar leads to significant reductions in data movement and dynamic
energy, providing an average 4.58× speedup.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Hardware → Memory and dense storage; • Computer sys-

tems organization→Multicore architectures; • General and
reference → Performance; • Computing methodologies →
Vector / streaming algorithms.
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Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art DLT proposals.

Features Impulse [12] DLT Acc. [27] SPiDRE [7] DRE [39] Planar

Full design ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Scalable design ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Non-blocking DLT ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Fine-grain sync. ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

VM support ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Normal allocator ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓
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1 INTRODUCTION

Memory latencies have not experienced the near-exponential im-
provements seen in processing speed and memory capacity [20, 21].
As a result, data access times increasingly limit system performance,
a phenomenon known as the Memory Wall [60]. Deep cache hier-
archies are the natural solution to this trend, providing low-latency
data access to high-performance out-of-order processing units. Ap-
plications that have locality of reference benefit from cache hier-
archies [51, 54], while prefetchers act in the background to hide
memory access latency [44].

In the presence of sparsity and irregular reuse distances, studies
show that data prefetching is not effective [66], utilization of trans-
mitted bandwidth can be as low as 20% [7], and that most blocks in
the last level cache are not reused before eviction [8, 52]. In addi-
tion, for applications with dependent or indirect access loads, every
cache level increases the overall round-trip access latency [18]. Fi-
nally, irregular and sparse patterns preclude harnessing data-level
parallelism via vector instructions that operate on multiple data
values (SIMD) [40, 53, 55]. Data movement not only affects perfor-
mance: approximately two-thirds of the energy required to compute
is consumed by data movement, specifically by the memory and
interconnect [11].

Data Layout Transformation (DLT) mechanisms have been pro-
posed to tackle these problems. DLT aims to rearrange sparse data
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into a dense representation to improve locality and make better 
use of the memory hierarchy. Table 1 qualitatively compares mul-
tiple state-of-the-art proposals. A balanced design should fulfill 
three principles. First, a comprehensive design that scales well with 
multi-core systems by carefully choosing where rearrangements 
occur. Second, maximize system performance by providing non-
blocking fine-grain rearrangements to hide DLT latency. Third, ease 
programmability for the DLT engine and target applications by pro-
viding virtual memory (VM) support and conventional memory 
allocation mechanisms. Previous proposals make compromises on 
these design principles hindering their adoption.

In this paper we present a ProgrammabLe Accelerator for Near-
memory datA Rearrangement (Planar). Planar is located within 
the system-on-chip at the same level as the memory controllers, 
avoiding custom off-chip memory modifications that are difficult 
to adopt. Our design is non-blocking as it decouples access and 
execute, allowing overlap of data rearrangements and host core 
computation. In addition, we provide mechanisms for fine-grain 
synchronization between Planar and host cores to allow dense 
data to be consumed as it is rearranged, hiding rearrangement 
latency. Planar is programmable via simple library calls that can 
be inserted by a programmer or by a compiler pass. This simple 
programming interface is possible due to the fact that Planar has 
virtual memory support and employs well-known existing memory 
management mechanisms for the new dense data structures.

Moreover, Planar enables applications to take better advan-
tage of the memory hierarchy by exploiting locality of dense data, 
and unlocks additional performance due to better prefetching and 
vectorization. On the latter, Planar allows compilers to optimize 
instruction emission for contiguous memory [57], which is critical 
to vector performance [45].
This paper makes the following contributions:

• We introduce minimal functional changes to incorporate Planar
into a system-on-chip with out-of-order cores. By locating Pla-
nar devices at the memory controller level we enable the design
to (i) scale with multi-core systems, (ii) perform fine-grain non-
blocking data rearrangements, (iii) operate with virtual memory
support, and (iv) be off-chip memory technology agnostic. No
solution in the state-of-the-art provides all such properties.

• A detailed evaluation using a full-system cycle-accurate simu-
lator shows that a multi-core system with Planar achieves an
average speedup of 4.58× across a wide range of applications
featuring sparse and irregular access patterns. This performance
improvement is due to Planar reducing L1-D cache misses by an
average of 89% and L1-D cache miss latency by an average of 53%.
Overall, dynamic energy consumption is reduced by more than
40%. Planar also enables additional vectorization of rearranged
codes, increasing the average speedup to 5.71×.

• We show that Planar outperforms software DLT techniques
in Section 2 and two state-of-the-art hardware proposals, Im-
pulse [12] and a DLT accelerator [27], in Section 5. Our compar-
ison shows that, on average, Planar outperforms Impulse by
2.12× and the DLT accelerator by 2.23×. Thanks to non-blocking
fine-grain rearrangements, Planar can hide DLT latency, allow-
ing the host to consume dense data as it is rearranged.

1 void stride_kernel(double *x, int *idx, ...){
2 ....
3 for (len = 0; i < len; len++) {
4 v1s1m3(); v1s2m3(); v1s3m3(); v2s2m3(); v2s2m4();
5 v1s1i3(x, idx);
6 }
7 }
8 void v1s1i3(double *x, int *idx, ... ){
9 ....
10 for( j = 0; j < irep; j++ ) {
11 t1 = 1.0/(double)(j+1);
12 for( i = 0; i < n; i++ )
13 y[...] += t1*x[idx[i]]; //irregular accesses
14 }
15 }

Figure 1: Original STRIDE code.

1 void stride_kernel(double *x, int *idx, ...){
2 ....
3 for (len = 0; i < len; len++) {
4 v1s1m3(); v1s2m3(); v1s3m3(); v2s2m3(); v2s2m4();
5 v1s1i3_sw_rearr(x, idx);
6 }
7 }
8 void v1s1i3_sw_rearr(double *x, int *idx, ... ){
9 ....
10 x_rearr = malloc(size);
11 for( i = 0; i < n; i++ )
12 x_rearr[i] = x[idx[i]]; //software rearrangement
13
14 for( j = 0; j < irep; j++ ) {
15 t1 = 1.0/(double)(j+1);
16 for( i = 0; i < n; i++ )
17 y[...] += t1*x_rearr[i]; //regular accesses
18 }
19 free(x_rearr);
20 }

Figure 2: Software-rearranged STRIDE code.

2 MOTIVATION

To explain the limitations of DLT techniques in software, and the
advantages of performing DLT with Planar, we have chosen a rep-
resentative case study based on the STRIDE benchmark 1. STRIDE
is a memory intensive benchmark that consists of a loop where
every iteration executes six different kernels. In the original code,
v1s1i3 is the kernel with sparse memory accesses (see lines 8-15 in
Figure 1). The memory access pattern is governed by the idx array
which is populated with a configurable input stride2.

The programmer could decide to replace the indirect memory
accesses from x with sequential ones in an x_rearr array using a
software DLT solution, as shown in Figure 2. This extra code should
be placed just before the original loop in v1s1i3 (see lines 10-12 in
Figure 2). This software rearrangement is beneficial as x is accessed
irep times in the baseline with strided accesses, and only once in
this new version. As a result, execution time improves 22.1% on
average for different stride values in the indirection vector idx.

In this paper we present Planar, a hardware solution that per-
forms near-memory data layout transformations. Figure 3 shows
the pseudo-code of STRIDE compatible with Planar. The rearrange
function (offload function in lines 1-7) performs the data layout
transformation using the Planar devices. Several Planar devices
can be allocated to do this transformation in parallel (line 12) and
execute the rearrange function (line 13), extracting higher memory-
level parallelism (MLP) than in the software rearrangement version.
Finally, the Planar devices are released (line 6).

1Section 4 describes the benchmark in detail.
2Section 4 describes the strides employed in the evaluation.



1 void offload(double *x, int *idx, double *x_rearr, ...){
2 // Rearrange function executed on PLANAR
3 for( i = start_idx; i < end_idx; i++ )
4 x_rearr[i] = x[idx[i]];
5 // Release device if last element
6 planar_release();
7 }
8 void stride_kernel(double *x, int *idx, ...){
9 ....
10 for (len = 0; i < len; len++) {
11 x_rearr = malloc(size);
12 n_dev = planar_alloc(min, max);
13 offload«n_dev»(x, idx, x_rearr, size, ...);
14 v1s1m3(); v1s2m3(); v1s3m3(); v2s2m3(); v2s2m4();
15 v1s1i3_hw_rearr(x_rearr);
16 free(x_rearr);
17 }
18 }
19 void v1s1i3_hw_rearr(double *x_rearr, ... ){
20 ....
21 for( j = 0; j < irep; j++ ) {
22 t1 = 1.0/(double)(j+1);
23 for( i = 0; i < n; i++ )
24 y[...] += t1*x_rearr[i]; //regular accesses
25 }
26 }

Figure 3: Planar-rearranged STRIDE code.

This rearrangement can be done ahead of time while the host
is operating on the first five kernels, thereby overlapping data
rearrangements and host execution (see lines 14-15 in Figure 3). As
a result, Planar effectively hides rearrangement latency Executing
STRIDE with eight Planar devices provides average performance
speedups of 2.77× and 3.39× over software-rearranged and the
original versions, respectively.

Planar provides the required hardware support to enable fast
data rearrangement near memory, converting sparse data to dense,
resulting in a more efficient usage of the available bandwidth. This
transformation is done while the host core performs useful compu-
tation, effectively decoupling access to memory and execution.

3 PLANAR DESIGN

Planar targets applications with irregular memory access patterns.
In such applications, the memory subsystem is poorly utilized,
leading to latency and bandwidth bottlenecks because of low cache
block utilization [8] caused by disperse memory accesses that lead
to high (but underutilized) traffic on data transfer networks (e.g.,
coherence bus, interconnects) [43].

Figure 4 shows a high level system overview with two Planar
devices. Planar is implemented as a near-memory programmable
accelerator connected to the main coherence bus with direct access
to the memory controllers. Despite being programmable, it is a
simple device that can be implemented as a microcontroller. It is
comparable to an Arm Cortex 𝑀0+, with the addition of a 64-bit
ALU and minimal support for data caching and address translation.

The design enables accesses from the cores to bypass the Planar
units in normal operation, while allowing the Planar units to use
the same memory controllers when commanded by the host core.
In the figure, every core is augmented with a small Rearrangement

Control Table (RCT) to monitor the status of ongoing transforma-
tions. The RCT has one entry per rearrangement in flight, within
each RCT entry there is a slot for each Planar device and per-
device sub-entries containing rearrangement progress information
(three 64-bit entries to track virtual address range and status).
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Figure 4: System overview with two Planar devices. Cores

are augmented with a Rearrangement Control Table (RCT )
to monitor ongoing rearrangements.

Planar creates a new structure whose elements are sorted the
way they are to be accessed by the host core. This way, cache block
and bandwidth utilization improves. The operation latency can be
hidden if the rearrangement can start before the data is needed by
the host core, and via fine-grain synchronization of rearranged data,
overlapping rearrangement with computation. Multiple devices can
apply the same rearrange function, or multiple rearrange functions
can be done in parallel by different devices.

Figure 4 shows an example with two Planar devices. A host

core has requested them to perform the near-memory data restruc-
turing of the sparse elements in color from data pages 3, 17 and 32.
The result is a dense version of the data placed into another data
page. The host core may access this new dense structure via con-
tiguous accesses instead of the original sparse accesses, reducing
data movement and hiding latency. As an example, if the core only
uses one 8B value from each of the cache blocks accessed (64B) the
total payload needed would be 48B (six elements). In the original
case, the core would have to access six different cache blocks (i.e.,
384B). However, with Planar the reduced payload would be a sin-
gle cache block (assuming they are aligned), i.e., 64B with 48B of
the transfer actually utilized. This represents an 83% reduction in
data movement for this simple case example. Moreover, dense data
presents additional opportunities to improve performance: (i) sim-
ple next-block prefetching schemes are efficient, and (ii) data-level
parallelism via vectorization can be exploited.

The following sections provide the operational details of Pla-
nar, including the required modifications at application level, the
different phases involved in a rearrangement, and finally, a com-
prehensive step-by-step example of operation.

3.1 Modifications to Application Code

In our implementation, the programmer is responsible for providing
a rearrange function to map the irregular data access to a dense data
access. Most actions taken to offload to Planar units are handled
either by the hardware or via library calls as shown in Figure 3.

• planar_alloc() takes a minimum and maximum number of
devices to be allocated and returns the number of allocated de-
vices. Planar devices are simple and can have just a few in-flight
memory requests, so it is difficult for a single device to saturate
memory bandwidth. Having several allocated devices leads to



higher memory-level parallelism and to better utilization of the
memory bandwidth.

• offloadFunc<<<N>>>() contains the code that is executed in
Planar, including the rearrange function. The 𝑁 parameter be-
tween triple chevrons determines the number of devices to of-
fload to, and it is used to calculate the start and end bounds of
the rearrange loop for each device.

• planar_release() signals the device to finish.
The information to produce a rearrange function is known at

compile time although data is often dynamic (e.g., loop bounds), so
a compiler supporting Planar may enable transparent rearrange-
ments as suggested by prior works [30, 46].

3.2 Allocation of Memory and PLANAR

A memory region is allocated for the Planar devices (line 11 in
Figure 3). It prevents the host core from accessing an outdated dense
structure (i.e., from a previous rearrange task).

To allocate the devices, the planar_alloc function is used, as
there can be multiple host cores planning to use these devices at
the same time. In our proposal, the cores can access a list of the
available Planar devices from a firmware table and dynamically
choose a minimum and a maximum number of devices they want
to use. Each device is accessed via a memory mapped work queue,
which could be virtualized by the operating system using many
existing mechanisms [56].

If there are not enough available Planar accelerators, the host
core suspends until later notification is received when the minimum
number of accelerators is available.

3.3 Offloading of Rearrange Function

When offloadFunc<<<N>>> is called, a command data packet is
created for each of the 𝑁 Planar devices. The packet consists of
pointers to the sparse and final dense data, and the start address
(virtual program counter) of the rearrange function. The boundaries
of the dense data structure are used to split the workload among
all the Planar devices (𝑁 ) in charge of rearranging the same data
structure. This data packet is the equivalent of two cache blocks
of data (including a header of setup information for the host core).
Approximately five cycles are needed to save this setup informa-
tion. Subsequent transport of this setup information to the Planar
devices is dependent on the topology of the interconnect and la-
tency of cache write-back between the host and the Planar units.
Further details about our configuration are given in Table 2. Once
the command packet is sent, the host core updates the RCT entries
of the allocated Planar devices.

Planar is by definition an accelerator. As such it must com-
municate results with the host core. To do so, it makes use of a
common coherent interconnect. Planar will often work on shared
data with the host core, meaning that modified data could exist
within the host caches. In order to maintain memory consistency
between the host core and Planar, flush operations are triggered
from Planar before the rearrangement starts. To achieve this, after
receiving the command packet, Planar issues cache maintenance
commands [38] to flush the sparse data address range from caches.
They are issued from a state machine co-located with the Planar
device. Once it finishes, the data rearrangement can start.

3.4 Execution of Rearrange Functions

Every device has received its rearrange function, data pointers and
work boundaries in the offloading phase. Therefore, in this phase
every Planar device accesses the sparse data, performing the irreg-
ular memory accesses, and populating the dense data structure. It is
worth noting that Planar is designed to have virtual memory sup-
port. This can be accomplished by connecting the Planar devices
to an input-output memory management unit (IOMMU), which
provides virtual-to-physical address translation for the direct mem-
ory accesses (DMA) that Planar performs. The operating system
also keeps track of the pages being accessed by the Planar devices.
Whenever a rearrangement is happening, the involved data blocks
are available to the host core in shared state but read only. This
way, memory consistency is ensured.

3.5 Fine-Grain Synchronization Between

PLANAR and Host

Once a Planar device completely populates a set of cache blocks
(number explored in Section 5.1) belonging to a dense structure, a
cache maintenance operation is issued to flush the blocks from the
cache, forcing a writeback to main memory.

A synchronization mechanism between Planar and the host

core is needed to ensure the host only accesses data when it is
ready. After the flush to a set of dense cache blocks is issued, a
synchronization packet is created, containing the index of the last
element in the last cache block. This packet is sent to the host

core in order to update the corresponding RCT entry and to wake
up the host in case it is suspended. The RCT keeps information
for every rearrangement in flight from a host core, including the
boundaries (virtual addresses) for every Planar device as well as
the last rearranged element.

After the RCT is updated, a cache maintenance packet is sent
to the core’s cache to invalidate the set of cache blocks in case
they are present in the caches. This is necessary as some hardware
units, such as the prefetchers, may issue memory requests to these
memory locations while Planar is operating, caching data that has
not yet been rearranged. As explained in Section 3.4, data being
rearranged is in read only state and it cannot be accessed by the
host due to the RCT. For this reason, writebacks of these invalidated
cache blocks are not needed. After invalidation, the host core or
other hardware units can access a valid version of the dense data,
located in main memory, as mediated by the RCT.

Whenever a load address is calculated in the execute stage of
the host core, if the RCT contains valid entries it will be accessed
and every virtual data range compared with the load address. If
a match is found and the load address is part of the already rear-
ranged region, the memory request can proceed. Otherwise, the
load instruction is moved to a FIFO queue. The queue size is limited
by the instruction window of the host core, since the host core will
stall or suspend as it will not be able to proceed with the execution.
Later Planar synchronization messages will notify the host core,
which will check the FIFO queue, moving the instructions to the
load-store queue as data becomes ready.



3.6 Release of PLANAR Devices and Memory

Planar devices are released via the planar_release call (Figure 3, 
line 6). The Planar device sends a packet to the host and suspends, 
becoming available for future operations. Once the host core re-
ceives the packet, the related RCT entry is cleared. Finally, after the 
dense data is consumed by the host, it is freed (Figure 3, line 16).

3.7 PLANAR Execution Example

Figure 5 shows a detailed example of operation with Planar. It 
considers a single rearrangement performed by one Planar device. 
It shows four main hardware components (top), the host core, the 
coherent interconnect, the Planar accelerator and a representa-
tion of several main memory pages. From the core, we show the 
view of the RCT, the data cache (D$), and the FIFO queue used to 
hold instructions that try to access data still not rearranged. From 
Planar, we show the logic that, amongst other things, is in charge 
of processing command packets from/to all the devices, and from 
the device itself, the core (`core) and data cache (`$).

In Phase #1 (Section 3.2), the dense structure is allocated 1 via 
a malloc call to store the dense data. The planar_alloc function 
triggers the allocation of the devices. In the example, all the devices 
are free and one device is requested, therefore device ID0 is reserved 
for the current process (PID 33), allocating entry 0 in the RCT 2 .

In Phase #2 (Section 3.3), offloading begins by sending a com-
mand data packet 1 from the core to Planar. This packet contains 
the information to program Planar, including the rearrange func-
tion and the loop bounds, which depend on the number of devices 
involved. After that, the core updates the corresponding RCT entry 
with the dense virtual address range and offset of rearranged ele-
ments 2 . When the control logic receives a command packet it uses 
a state machine to issue cache maintenance flush requests of the 
sparse data 3 . This ensures Planar devices will access the latest 
version from main memory. Finally, the control logic programs the 
Planar device to start the rearrangement 4 .

In Phase #3 (Section 3.4), Planar starts executing the rearrange-
ment, accessing the sparse data (@𝐴) and writing to the dense data 
structure (@𝐴′) 1 . Subsequent accesses will fill a cache block with 
dense data 2 3 4 . The device continues executing the rearrange 
function, filling dense cache blocks until the operation completes.

In Phase #4 (Section 3.5), the synchronization phase ensures that 
the host core obtains the results produced by the Planar device 
in a timely manner, while preventing the core from accessing data 
that has not yet been rearranged. Note that actions in this phase can 
happen in parallel with Phase #3 actions. Therefore, to achieve this 
fine-grain synchronization, in this example, for each dense cache 
block that is completely populated, a cache maintenance operation 
is issued to flush the block to the memory controller ( MC) 1 . This 
data is eventually written to main memory in the dense data page 2 . 
Additionally, a synchronization packet is sent to the core to notify 
a new dense block is available, updating the corresponding RCT 
entry offset fi eld 3 . To prevent the core from accessing stale data, 
an invalidation is sent to the cache hierarchy 4 , ensuring the dense 
data will be fetched from main memory. Finally, the FIFO queue 
is checked for stalled instructions to the now available rearranged 
cache block 5 , which would be able to proceed. The other mecha-
nism present in this phase is triggered when the host core issues

Table 2: gem5 simulation parameters.

Cores 8 single-threaded out-of-order cores, 2GHz
Core details

Fetch, decode, rename width 4 insts/cycle
Dispatch, issue, commit width 8 insts/cycle
Branch target buffer 1 way, 2048 entries
Branch predictor Bimode, 8K+8K entries, RAS 16 entries
Load and store queues 48 entries, 48 entries
Physical registers 256 integer + 256 floating point
Issue queue, re-order buffer 92 entries, 192 entries
Functional units 3 Int ALU + 2 FP/SIMD ALU
Instruction latencies (int) add (1c.), mul (3c.), div (12c.)
Instruction latencies (FP) add (5c.), mul (4c.), div (9c.)
L1 instruction cache 48KB, 3-way, 64B/block, 1 cycle access lat.
L1 data cache 32KB, 2-way, 64B/block, 2 cycle access lat.
L2 banked unified cache 2MB, 16-way, 64B/block, 12 cycle access lat.
Prefetcher Stride prefetcher

Memory details

Type DDR4 2400
Channel 2 channels, 16GB/s per channel

Planar details

Number of devices 8
`Core in-order core, single-threaded, 2GHz
Functional units 1 Int ALU
Instruction latencies (Int) add (3c.), mul (3c.), div (9c.)
L1 instruction `cache 1KB, 2-way, 64B/block, 1 cycle access lat.
L1 data `cache 1KB, 2-way, 64B/block, 2 cycle access lat.
Translation lookaside buffer (`TLB) 8 entries

a load and there are in-flight rearrangements 6 . The RCT table is
checked to see if the virtual target address conflicts with an in-flight
range for the executing process. If that is the case the current offset
determines if the rearranged data is ready to be consumed. If that is
not the case, the load instruction is stalled and placed into the FIFO
queue 8 . Eventually, the target address of the load instruction will
be rearranged and the FIFO checked, allowing it to execute.

In Phase #5 (Section 3.6), when the dense structure has been fully
populated 1 , Planar is released. A packet is sent to the host to
indicate the operation has completed 2 , which clears the pertinent
RCT entry 3 . In addition, the accelerator control logic is notified 4

and the device suspends. Once dense data is consumed, it is freed.

4 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Full-System Simulation Infrastructure

We employ gem5 [9] to simulate an Arm 64-bit architecture in detail
with a full-system environment. The simulated system runs Ubuntu
18.10 with Linux kernel v4.15. We simulate an eight out-of-order
core processor using the detailed CPU and memory models of gem5,
extended with the micro-architectural support for Planar. Planar
is modelled as a simple in-order core connected to the memory bus.
Section 5 presents a design space exploration to size the Planar
hardware. Table 2 shows the architectural parameters used.

As explained in Section 3, the offloading and synchronization
phases require flush and invalidation mechanism to maintain cache
consistency. In addition, command and synchronization packets to
communicate with Planar and update the RCT in the host core are
needed. These functionalities have been added to gem5 by means
of ISA extensions and all operation latencies are modelled in detail.



Figure 5: Execution example for a rearrangement that employs one Planar device.

4.2 Benchmarks

The evaluation considers a set of representative applications. Table 3
summarizes the employed benchmarks with their parameters and
inputs. It contains the number of different rearrangements, split
among the available devices. For example, if 8 Planar devices are
available, every rearrangement will be performed on 4 devices in
SymGS. The evaluated benchmarks contain strided and irregular
memory accesses.

CompMG is the multigrid sparse solver present in HPCG [48].
EBOX [22] is an extended box filtering approximation of a Gaussian
convolution for an image.MatMul [2] is an optimized matrix-matrix
multiplication with blocking support. Meabo [3] is a multi-phased
multi-purpose micro-benchmark, frequently used for energy effi-
ciency studies. Spatter [35] is used for timing scatter/gather kernels
on CPUs and GPUs. SpMV [18] is the sparse matrix-vector multi-
plication. The sparse matrix is represented in the CSR format [10]
and the vector is dense. STRIDE [49] is a memory stress benchmark
commonly used to characterize the memory system of HPC sys-
tems. Finally, SymGS is a Symmetric Gauss-Seidel smoother from
HPCG [48], and performs a forward and backward triangular solve.

We modified these applications to use software rearrangement
techniques similar to the one shown in Figure 2. All modified ver-
sions perform worse except STRIDE. This is due to the overhead to
perform the data rearrangement on the core, which precludes com-
putation overlap with the rearrangements, and due to involving the
entire memory hierarchy, which adds additional latency and can
lead to cache thrashing. For this reason, our evaluation in Section 5
uses the original unmodified application codes as the baseline.

Table 3: List of evaluated benchmarks.

Benchmark Option Input # rearr. regions

CompMG

bcspwr10 (A), bcsstk15 (B),
blckhole (C), circuit_1 (D),
ex12 (E), lns_3937 (H),
G30 (F), jan99jac100sc (G)

2

EBOX Stride: 8, 16 and 32 400,000 double-type elems 4

MatMul

1x1 block of 400x400 elems,
2x2 blocks of 200x200 elems,
4x4 blocks of 100x100 elems,
2x2 blocks of 300x300 elems,
3x3 blocks of 200x200 elems,
6x6 blocks of 200x200 elems

1

Meabo Phase2 300,000 double-type elems 1

Spatter Distance: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
32, 64, 128, 256, random 300,000 double-type elems 1

SpMV A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H 1

STRIDE Distance: 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128 320,000 double-type elems 1

SymGS A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H 2

The selected benchmarks have been modified to work with Pla-
nar. This process involves: (i) to define the rearrange function; (ii)
to replace the original irregular accesses to the original data struc-
tures with the dense ones; and (iii) to add the Planar allocation,
offload, and release calls. In most of the mentioned benchmarks,
very few modifications are required to the original code: ≈20 lines
of code for the rearrange function, the three Planar library calls,
allocation via regular malloc/free of the dense data structure, and
the code modifications to access the new dense data structure.



Figure 6: Normalized Planar design impact to performance

in Spatter. Pipeline width (left), number of functional units

(center) and L1-D cache size (right). In the 𝑥-axis the pipeline

widths, number of functional units and cache size in KB.

Figure 7: Performance relative to the number of Planar de-

vices (𝑥-axis), normalized to 64.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Design Space Exploration

In this section we size Planar hardware with a design space ex-
ploration study. Planar is envisioned as a simple microcontroller
with in-order execution. For this reason, we explore the pipeline
width, the data cache size, the synchronization granularity, and the
number of functional units and Planar devices.

Pipeline width: Figure 6 (left) depicts the performance impact
when changing the Planar pipeline width. Results are obtained
using the average of all the inputs of the Spatter benchmark normal-
ized to the single-issue scenario. When changing the input distance
from 1 to 256 (see Table 3), Spatter provides a wide coverage of
different irregular memory access patterns. Increasing the pipeline
width from one to two provides between 2.0% and 4.0% improve-
ments for the different inputs (3.1% on average). Further increasing
the pipeline width provides diminishing improvements (3.9% and
4.3% on average for 4- and 8-wide pipelines, respectively). For small
input distances, Spatter shows more cache locality. Thus, having
a wider pipeline width in Planar provides higher performance
benefits. As input distance increases, the latency of the memory
requests hides the reduced performance of a narrow pipeline width.

Number of functional units: Figure 6 (center) shows the per-
formance impact with respect to the number of functional units
in Planar. Results are obtained using Spatter, normalized to one
functional unit scenario. Increasing the number of functional units
provides a marginal performance benefit, reaching an average 0.42%
improvement with 8 units.

Cache size: Figure 6 (right) depicts the performance impact with
respect to L1-D cache size. Spatter results are normalized to the
1KB scenario. In this case, increasing the data cache size provides
negligible performance benefits (0.28% on average with 32KB). This
is expected as the rearrange function has a streaming memory ac-
cess pattern with nearly no temporal locality. Only for small input
distances, Spatter shows some cache locality, providing reduced
benefits. As distance increases, the cache size does not provide any
performance benefit. Regarding the L1-I cache, the rearrange func-
tion requires less than 100 instructions in the evaluated benchmarks.
Thus, it does not exceed the 1KB capacity.

Number of Planar devices: Figure 7 shows the impact of
the number of Planar devices to performance. Due to hardware
constraints, it is difficult for a single device to saturate the memory
bandwidth, as not many outstanding memory requests are allowed
per device. Results are obtained by performing the average across
all inputs for the selected applications. We limit this study to the
benchmarks that contain only a single rearrangement. This way we
keep the number of devices per rearrangement constant. Results are
normalized to the 64-Planar device scenario, which represents a
close-to-ideal case in our simulation infrastructure. All benchmarks
except STRIDE are sensitive to the number of Planar devices. With
a single Planar device, performance degrades 9.5% on average with
respect to 64 devices. Increasing the number of devices from 1 to
2 provides a 5.1% performance improvement, while moving from
2 to 4 provides an additional 3% improvement. With 8 devices all
benchmarks are already within 1.0% the performance of 64.

Synchronization granularity: During the execution example
of the design we assumed the RCT table is updated after every pop-
ulated dense cache block (Section 3.7). However, synchronization
between Planar and host can be done at a coarser granularity. We
analyze scenarios where the host is notified it can consume rear-
ranged data after 64B (cache block size), 4KB (page size), and 8KB.
Fine-grain synchronization lets the host consume dense data as Pla-
nar rearranges it, but increases synchronization traffic. As Figure 8
shows, coarser grain granularities of 4KB cause less than 1% perfor-
mance slowdown on average. This is because after the first dense
chunk finishes, Planar and host can overlap subsequent chunk
rearrangements with compute over already rearranged chunks. Us-
ing a synchronization granularity of 4KB reduces the total message
count by 64 with respect to 64B.

Selected configuration: At the device level there is no signifi-
cant improvement as the hardware complexity increases. For this
reason, we choose a simple, low-power, dual issue in-order Planar
accelerator, with a single integer functional unit, and a 1KB L1-D
cache. The selected ratio of Planar devices with respect to off-
chip bandwidth is one for every 4GB/s. Therefore, eight devices in
our simulated system, as further increasing the number of devices
provides negligible benefits. Finally, we chose a synchronization
granularity of 4KB between Planar and host cores.
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5.2 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we analyze the performance impact of Planar. We
use the applications described in Table 3. For each application we
evaluate all the listed inputs and plot the average. We run simu-
lations with one and eight threads to see their behavior. We also
evaluate the impact of compiler auto-vectorization using the re-
cently proposed Scalable Vector Extension (SVE) ISA [53]. SVE is
vector length agnostic, meaning that a single binary can run on any
target vector length [4]. Therefore, we evaluate a scalar binary and
an SVE-enabled binary with vector lengths of 128, 256, and 512 bits.
Figure 9 shows speedup for the evaluated benchmarks normalized
to the scalar baseline system without Planar devices (Baseline +
Scalar) for each core count. Figure 10 shows the average memory
bandwidth usage.

In Spatter, a 3.44× speedup is achieved when using Planar
and a single thread without vectorization. However, benefits are
input-dependent. Low distances lead to lower sparseness and more
cache locality. Higher distances affect execution time as there is
a lower cache block utilization. Results also demonstrate that the
original code is not auto-vectorized due to the irregular memory
access pattern. However, Planar versions allow efficient auto-
vectorization as memory accesses are now contiguous. Therefore,
Planar unlocks further performance improvements through data-
level parallelism, achieving 3.4×, 4.02× and 4.13× speedup for 128,
256, and 512-bit SVE, respectively. Memory bandwidth is better
utilized with Planar as cores now bring useful dense data into their
caches, while sparse accesses are done near-memory. With eight
threads, the speedups remain significant at 3.61× for scalar, with
similar results for the vectorized versions. In this case vectorization
is not improving performance significantly because with Planar
we are able to saturate memory bandwidth, driving 29GB/s out of
the 32GB/s peak.

In MatMul, sparse memory accesses appear when accessing the
second matrix. In this case, Planar dynamically transposes one of
the input matrices to create a contiguous memory access pattern
from the host core standpoint. The bigger the blocks, the higher
the distance between elements. Using multiple matrix block sizes,
an average 2.31× speedup is obtained on a single thread. In the
baseline, vectorization provides a small performance benefit of 11%,
as some phases of the application can be vectorized. Using Planar,
SVE improves execution time as memory bandwidth is not a con-
straint. For instance, 512-bit SVE can drive an additional 6.05GB/s
of memory bandwidth as the same baseline configuration, translat-
ing into a 6.70× speedup. With eight threads, Planar speedups are
3.24× for scalar. However, vectorization for wide vectors offers low
returns as memory bandwidth saturates.

EBOX performs a Gaussian convolution by means of a filtering
approximation. Filters take samples of the inputs to process the
data. Consequently, Planar can be a good method to reorganize the
input data and improve performance. In particular, EBOX extracts
particular positions of an input and operates on them in two pairs
(i.e., A[i] = p1*(B[-]-C[-]) + p2*(D[-]-E[-])). We have used Planar to
create four dense structures, one for each element in the two pairs
(i.e., B, C, D, E). As a result, we obtain a speedup of 1.86× for scalar
and up to 6.83× for 512-bit SVE with good vector performance
scaling. In the multi-threaded scenarios the performance behavior
is similar. Note that in eight thread runs Planar again provides
better normalized speedup compared to single-thread (i.e., 2.37×
compared to 1.86×). This means that the overall design is well
balanced in terms of compute, memory bandwidth and acceleration.

In Meabo, memory is accessed using a random indirection vector,
which leads to non-existent locality and low cache block utiliza-
tion. Single-thread runs with Planar obtain 4.85×, 6.14×, 7.07×,
and 7.67× speedup for scalar, 128, 256, 512-bit SVE. Using a dense
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Figure 11: L1D miss reduction with 8 Planar devices for one and eight cores, both normalized to baseline scalar.

structure makes a large difference in this benchmark as memory
bandwidth is poorly utilized in the baseline: due to (i) the low
amount of reuse, and (ii) the small amount of memory level paral-
lelism the cores are able to extract, as stalls are common due to long
latency misses and contention. With Planar the memory band-
width utilization almost doubles both for single and multi-threaded
scenarios, saturating it in the latter.

In SpMV and SymGS, the matrix is compressed in CSR format
and the vector is accessed sparsely, jumping from one element
to the other. This vector is rearranged by Planar. Performance
is dependent on the vector access pattern. For this reason, the
selected input matrices that define the vector access pattern are
obtained from a wide variety of scientific domains. In SpMV the
matrix is traversed forward, while in SymGS it is done forward
and backwards, requiring two rearrange tasks. On average, a 3.9×
speedup is obtained for the scalar code on both applications. SVE
512-bit vectorization yields a 4.93× speedup, while the baseline
cannot be efficiently vectorized by the compiler. The performance
gap is larger on eight thread runs with a 6.7× speedup.

STRIDE is a memory-intensive application where the use of
longer distances implies requestingmemorymore often, since fewer
elements per cache block are accessed. In this particular benchmark,
the host core and Planar can operate at the same time, competing
for memory bandwidth resources. We evaluate multiple inputs to
study this phenomenon and obtain an average speedup of 3.21× in
the scalar version. Even though some phases in this benchmark are
auto-vectorized in the baseline code, the phase with sparse memory
accesses is again not vectorized. For this reason, baseline reaches an
improvement of 1.15× using 512-bit SVE, while the Planar version
obtains 5.77× for the same configuration.

Lastly, CompMG performs recursive calls that contain several
calls to SpMV and SymGS. For every CompMG call only two differ-
ent rearrange tasks are required, as the rearrange task in SpMV is
the same as the first rearrange in SymGS (i.e., the forward matrix
traversal). Planar speedups are 3.8×, 3.32×, 3.74× and 4.45× for
scalar, 128, 256, and 512-bit SVE. Using eight threads we observe
a better speedup than in the single thread case, such as a 5.19× in
Planar with SVE 512-bit.

5.3 Impact to the Memory Hierarchy

Contiguous accesses to a dense data structure offer significant
benefits compared to the original sparse access pattern, such as
high cache block utilization and efficient data prefetching. Next
lines demonstrate the impact Planar has on the memory hierarchy.

Figure 11 shows L1D miss reduction on host cores. The L1D is
critical for the core’s performance, and Planar rearrangements
enable an average L1D miss reduction of 1.89× for one core. In
Planar, all the elements contained in a rearranged cache block
are referenced by the host core, whereas in the baseline, only one
element is accessed in the worst case. The dense structure also
causes a reduction of 53% in L1D miss latency. This is due to: (i) less
touched cache blocks due to locality within a cache block, and (ii)
memory access latencies being hidden due to better prefetching.
Prefetching is less effective with irregular accesses, where data
locality is difficult to exploit.

Figure 12 shows the data movement reduction in the L1D-L2
bus. The dense structure enables efficient cache block utilization
and reduces cache pollution. On average, there is a 1.65× data
movement reduction for one core.

In terms of DRAM accesses, one of the advantages of performing
DLT is that subsequent accesses to the dense structure do not
require accessing the intermediate data structure of the indirect
memory access. In the baseline, both the intermediate and sparse
structures are accessed. The latter may even have cache blocks
accessed more than once, due to the significant cache pollution.
Figure 13 depicts the normalized number of DRAM accesses. When
using Planar, 1.6% of the total DRAM accesses are generated by
Planar devices on average (up to 9.09% in CompMG). Overall,
there is an average 41.89% DRAM access reduction. This reduction
is primarily due to increased reuse, which can be observed indirectly
through the increased L1D hit rate (see Figure 11) and L1D to L2
bandwidth reduction (see Figure 12). Despite writing the dense
data structure back to memory, the actual accesses to DRAM are
reduced because of better data cache utilization and far higher
reuse of cached data. Writing data back to main memory reduces
the repeated rearrangement calls needed by alternatives such as
Impulse, and enables the dense data structure to be reused many
times before being freed.

5.4 Area and Power Overhead

Planar devices can be compared to the Arm Cortex 𝑀0+ micro-
processor, which is augmented with a 64-bit ALU (as discussed in
Section 3). Using public data for an equivalent𝑀0+ at 40LP [15], the
dynamic power is given as 5.3`𝑊 /𝑀𝐻𝑧 and the floor planned area
as .008𝑚𝑚2. To estimate the area of a single microcontroller, we
scale these numbers, considering fin pitch, gate pitch, and intercon-
nect pitch, using data from [5, 14, 16, 58, 59, 62] to arrive at a 12×
area reduction when moving from 40nm to 7nm and an estimated
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Figure 12: Byte reduction in the L1D-L2 bus with 8 Planar for one and eight cores, normalized to baseline scalar.
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reduction in power of 10×. Therefore, a system-on-chip could place
8 Planar devices, with their caches, using < .25𝑚𝑚2. Equivalently,
energy for this configuration would be < .015𝑊 /𝐺𝐻𝑧.

We also estimate the area of the out-of-order core described in
Table 2. We start from a similar production core at 20nm [41] and
scale it to 7nm, arriving at a ≈ 4𝑚𝑚2 in area. The approximate area
ratio of a Planar device to an out-of-order core is 1 : 16, i.e., 8
Planar devices are equivalent to 50% of a single out-of-order core.
The ratio for dynamic power is 1 : 260 assuming both run at 2GHz.

To estimate the dynamic energy and power consumption for our
Planar proposal we used McPAT 1.3 [37] with the enhancements
proposed by Xi et al. [61]. We performed this estimation, using a
process technology node of 22nm, a supply voltage of 0.8V, and
the default clock gating scheme. Figure 14 depicts the dynamic
energy reduction for the applications with eight host cores. Overall,
dynamic energy is reduced by more than 40% and up to 70% in
Meabo. Energy savings are mainly due to reduced data movement
across the memory hierarchy and reduced execution time (speedup)
as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 15 depicts the dynamic energy breakdown for the same
applications. Compared to the baseline, Planar spends less DRAM
energy. As explained in Section 5.3, Planar creates a dense struc-
ture and makes the applications more compute intensive form the
host standpoint, as average data access latencies are lower.

The total dynamic power is higher in Planar. On average, the
dynamic power increases with Planar by 2.41× in the cores, by
1.41× in the memory controller, and by 1.14× in DRAM. This is due
to an increase in terms of activity per unit of time. However, taking
into account the performance speedups of Planar, the overall
energy spent is significantly reduced. As previously discussed, static
power is merely affected when adding Planar.
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5.5 Comparison to Other Proposals

In this section, we quantitatively compare Planar to Impulse [12]
and to a recent DLT accelerator proposal [27]. Impulse is a hard-
ware approach that creates a dense structure out of a sparse one.
It performs data reordering in the memory controller as the host
core accesses memory belonging to a shadow address space, which
must be contiguous in physical memory. Thus, Impulse rearranges
data just in time, not like Planar which is capable of rearranging
data before-hand as the host is executing other code regions. There-
fore, Impulse cannot hide the rearrangement latency. Moreover,
in case the dense data is evicted and requested by the host again,
Impulse will perform a new rearrangement, as it cannot assume
that the original and new rearrage functions are the same. Finally,
in a design with multiple memory controllers, the rearrange func-
tions of different Impulse instances are not synchronized, limiting
scalability.

Figure 16 depicts the performance comparison between Planar
and Impulse for SpMV. Planar obtains an average 2.12× speedup
compared to Impulse. This is due to: (i) higher MLP of data re-
arrangements in Planar; (ii) more data reuse; and (iii) less data
movement in the cache hierarchy as dense data is created just once.
For instance, snoop traffic from the core to the L2 cache is 21×
higher in Impulse.
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In contrast, the DLT accelerator is tightly coupled to the host
core, whereas Planar is connected to the memory controller. It
can bypass the cache hierarchy and directly access main memory,
as Planar does, but requires an additional data bus. The acceler-
ator does not allow the host to consume dense data as the device
rearranges it, blocking memory accesses on the host during DLT
operation tomaintain data consistency. Moreover, it supports a max-
imum of four parallel operations, contrary to Planar, where more
devices can be added to the system, enabling additional parallelism.

Figure 17 depicts the performance comparison between Planar
and the DLT accelerator for several benchmarks. We employ up to 8
Planar devices and also allow up to 8 simultaneous operations on
the DLT accelerator. On average, Planar obtains a 2.23× speedup
compared to the DLT accelerator, with a maximum of 5.82× in
SymGS. This is due to two main reasons: in Planar (i) the host
is not blocked while devices are operating, as Planar effectively
decouples rearrange and compute, and (ii) the host can consume
dense data as it is rearranged, which hides rearrangement latencies.

6 RELATEDWORK

Data layout transformation (DLT) is a solution to increase the effi-
ciency of memory accesses [17, 36]. Nevertheless, it is not always
obvious which layout will better serve a particular application and
hardware combination.DLT in software can be driven by run-ahead
or decoupled threads [47], or by customized data structures de-
signed to reduce data movement [63]. Although run-ahead threads
may run speculatively to hide memory access latency, they are
limited by the instruction window they can execute ahead of the
main thread. This situation significantly limits the overlap of data
rearrangements and computation.

Others works have also focused on DLT, including: the Impulse
memory controller [12, 65], the tightly-coupled DLT accelerator
by Hoang et al. [27], DReAM [23], the data rearrangement engine
(DRE) [39], and the SPiDRE system architecture [7]. We have com-
pared Planar qualitatively to these proposals in Section 1, and
quantitatively to the first two in Section 5.5. In this paper, we
demonstrate Planar within a general-purpose system architec-
ture, featuring a scalable design that is able to hide rearrangement
latency while providing programming interfaces that can be easily
incorporated into any application. As shown in Table 1, prior pro-
posals do not provide some of these features, limiting their adoption.
Moreover, prior proposals are largely demonstrated on a specific
application domain (e.g., pointer chasing), or with high-level system
architecture descriptions [7] that prevent quantitative comparisons.

DLT can be considered a form of Decoupled Access Execute
(DAE). In this context we may include the works of Smith [50],
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Koukos et al. [32, 33], Jimborean et al. [29] and Charitopoulos et
al. [13]. A key difference between standard DAE and Planar is
that traditional DAE focuses primarily on maximizing memory-
level parallelism and reducing memory latency experienced by the
host core. However, Planar accomplishes both tasks while also
reducing data movement (see Figures 12 and 13).

Other works that belong to the Processing In/Near Memory
(PINM) field, include: Computational Ram [19], Terasys [24], and
DIVA [25]. More recent PINM efforts are well summarized by
Zhang et al.. [64] and Balasubramonian et al. [6]. While they focus
on the more general problem of PINM, we focus on offload with
the purpose of DLT for traditional cores.

Planar also shares some pointswith the concept of data prefetch-
ing. Data prefetching, when data retrieved is fully utilized, can
reduce latency while having a negligible impact on overall data
movement. However, in many workloads data is not fully utilized
leading to much wasted bandwidth and energy consumption [8].
Planar moves the data access outside of the primary core, just
as standard prefetching does. In contrast, it is driven by access
code derived from the application and it also reduces data motion
whereas prefetchers typically increase it [28]. Prefetchers for work-
loads most similar to those evaluated here include the works of
Ainsworth et al. [1], Kocberber et al. [31] and Kumar et al. [34]
Unlike them, Planar is a general purpose approach suitable for
multi-core scenarios. Moreover, Planar is not limited by the shape
the data structure has, operates with virtual memory, reduces data
motion, and exposes vectorization.

While it is often assumed that applications can be authored to
minimize data movement for even the most irregular and sparse ap-
plications, many real applications cannot be. Several recent works
have examined this phenomena for dynamic graphs [26, 42]. In
summary, they found that static graphs could make use of spe-
cialized data structures. However, in many cases the processing
time for setting up specialized structures for dynamic graphs far
outweighed the cost to process a less optimal structure which is
more amenable to dynamic updates. Instead of focusing on pre-
processing for optimal locality, technologies such as Planar enable
application developers to have the impact associated with special-
ized data structures (i.e., maximizing cache utilization) without
spending time developing them.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Irregular memory accesses represent a challenge for current and fu-
ture architectures. In this work, we present Planar, a programmable
near-memory accelerator that rearranges sparse data into a dense
representation. Contrary to prior proposals, the design of Planar



scales with multi-core systems, hides operation latency by per-
forming non-blocking fine-grain data rearrangements, and eases 
programmability by supporting virtual memory and conventional 
memory allocation mechanisms. Moreover, accesses to the dense 
structure expose locality, favouring prefetching and enabling effi-
cient vectorization in applications with irregular memory accesses. 
No prior solution provides all such properties at once.

Our evaluation shows that Planar improves cache block uti-
lization and reduces on-chip data movement. As a result, Planar 
improves performance for single-threaded runs by 3.28× and 5.56×, 
and for multi-threaded executions by 4.58× and 5.71×, for scalar 
and compiler-vectorized codes. Finally, we compare Planar to 
two state-of-the-art proposals, achieving 2.12× and 2.23× average 
performance improvements.
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